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When instructed to speak clearly for people with hearing loss, a talker can effectively enhance the
intelligibility of his/her speech by producing ‘‘clear’’ speech. We analyzed global acoustic properties
of clear and conversational speech from two talkers and measured their speech intelligibility over a
wide range of signal-to-noise ratios in acoustic and electric hearing. Consistent with previous
studies, we found that clear speech had a slower overall rate, higher temporal amplitude
modulations, and also produced higher intelligibility than conversational speech. To delineate the
role of temporal amplitude modulations in clear speech, we extracted the temporal envelope from a
number of frequency bands and replaced speech fine-structure with noise fine-structure to simulate
cochlear implants. Although both simulated and actual cochlear-implant listeners required higher
signal-to-noise ratios to achieve normal performance, a 3–4 dB difference in speech reception
threshold was preserved between clear and conversational speech for all experimental conditions.
These results suggest that while temporal fine structure is important for speech recognition in noise
in general, the temporal envelope carries acoustic cues that contribute to the clear speech
intelligibility advantage. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1787528#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Es, 43.71.Gv, 43.71.Ky@PFA# Pages: 2374–2383
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I. INTRODUCTION

Speech recognition in noise is an extremely challeng
task, particularly for hearing-impaired listeners. One way
alleviate this difficulty is to speak ‘‘clearly’’ as opposed
‘‘conversationally’’ to these individuals. Previous studi
have reported an advantage of 10–20 percentage poin
intelligibility for clear speech over conversational speech
a range of speech materials and listening conditions and f
variety of listener populations. Speech stimuli for which
clear speech intelligibility advantage has been reported
clude isolated syllables~Chen, 1980; Gagneet al., 2002!,
words ~Gagne et al., 1994!, nonsense sentences~Picheny
et al., 1985; Paytonet al., 1994; Uchanskiet al., 1996;
Helfer, 1997; Krause, 2001! and meaningful sentences~Bra-
dlow and Bent, 2002; Bradlowet al., 2003!. Listening con-
ditions include white noise~Chenet al., 1980; Gagneet al.,
1995; Uchanskiet al., 1996; Bradlow and Bent, 2002; Gagn
et al., 2002; Bradlowet al., 2003!, speech-spectrum-shape
noise ~Krause, 2001; Krause and Braida, 2002!, cafeteria

a!Portions of this work were presented at the 26th Midwinter Meeting of
Association for Research in Otolaryngology, Daytona Beach, Flor
2003.

b!Corresponding authors: University of California, 364 Med Surge II, Irvin
CA 92697; electronic mail: fzeng@uci.edu; sliu@uci.edu
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noise~Schum, 1996!, multitalker babble~Helfer, 1997; 1998;
Ferguson and Kewley-Port, 2002!, and reverberation~Payton
et al., 1994!.

Listeners who demonstrated a benefit from clear spe
include normal-hearing young adults~Chen et al., 1980;
Gagne et al., 1994; 1995; 2002; Uchanskiet al., 1996;
Helfer, 1997; Krause, 2001; Krause and Braida, 2002; Br
low and Bent 2002!, elderly adults~Payton et al., 1994;
Helfer, 1998; Ferguson and Kewley-Port, 2002!, hearing-
impaired adults~Pichenyet al., 1985; Uchanskiet al., 1996;
Krause, 2001; Ferguson and Kewley-Port, 2002; Krause
Braida, 2002!, children with and without learning disabilitie
~Bradlow et al., 2003!, and non-native listeners with norma
hearing although these last three listener groups sho
smaller benefits from clear speech than other listener po
lations~Bradlow and Bent, 2002; Bradlow and Pisoni 1999!.

The intelligibility difference between clear and conve
sational speech is related to specific acoustic-phonetic c
acteristics~Pichenyet al., 1986; 1989; Moon and Lindblom
1994; Bond and Moore, 1994; Bradlowet al., 1996; Uchan-
ski et al., 1996!. In comparison to conversational speec
clear speech has a generally slower speaking rate~Picheny
et al., 1985; Moon and Lindblom, 1994; Bradlowet al.,
1996! and larger temporal envelope fluctuations, i.e., grea
temporal amplitude modulations~Paytonet al. 1994; Krause
and Braida, 2002; Krause and Braida, 2004!. Several studies
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have systematically analyzed the role of the decreased sp
ing rate in producing the clear speech intelligibility adva
tage ~Picheny et al., 1989; Uchanskiet al., 1996; Krause,
2001; Krause and Braida, 2002!. Pichenyet al. ~1989! used
digital signal processing to uniformly increase the cle
speech rate or decrease the conversational speech rate
range of 100 to 200 wpm without changing the voice pit
and found that both manipulations significantly degrad
speech intelligibility. They attributed the degraded intellig
bility to signal processing artifacts because using the sa
digital signal processing techniques to restore the proce
sentence to the original rate did not restore the original
telligibility. Uchanski et al. ~1996! used a nonuniform time
scaling method to change the phonetic segments with
sentence to reflect the previously measured segmental d
tional differences between clear and conversational spe
Although this method was generally less harmful to inte
gibility than the uniform-scaling method, Uchanskiet al.
found that the normal-rate speech produced by nonunifor
altering segment duration of the original slow-rate cle
speech had lower intelligibility than the unprocessed conv
sational speech. Taking a different approach, Krause
Braida~2002! instructed talkers to produce natural clear a
conversational speech at various rates and were able to
onstrate the clear speech advantage even at the fast spe
rate. They concluded that the slow speaking rate in c
speech is not necessary for maintaining the high intelligi
ity.

Increasing the speaking rate also altered other inhe
acoustic properties, one of which was the temporal amplit
modulation index. Paytonet al. ~1994! found that clear
speech at a slow speaking rate has greater temporal am
tude modulations than conversational speech. It was
known whether these greater temporal amplitude mod
tions were a result of the slower rate in the clear spee
However, Krause and Braida~2004! found greater tempora
amplitude modulations in naturally produced clear speec
a normal speaking rate, suggesting that these greater te
ral modulations do not have to be associated with a chang
the speaking rate and may directly contribute to the cl
speech intelligibility advantage.

Other evidence suggests that temporal amplitude mo
lation may play an important role in speech intelligibility
general. First, studies have shown that speech remains i
ligible when the temporal fine structure is removed but
temporal amplitude modulations are preserved in a sm
number of broad frequency bands. The preserved temp
modulations were used to modulate band-limited white no
or biphasic impulses and delivered to normal-hearing
cochlear-implant subjects. Both groups of the subjects w
able to achieve a high level of speech perception at leas
quiet ~Van Tasellet al., 1987; Wilsonet al., 1991; Rosen,
1992; Shannonet al., 1995; Dormanet al., 1997!. Second,
the temporal amplitude modulation index has been use
predict speech intelligibility in terms of the Speech Tran
mission Index or STI~Houtgast and Steeneken, 1985; Payt
and Braida, 1999!. The speech-based STI has been shown
be an accurate predictor of intelligibility and used to pred
the clear speech intelligibility advantage~Krause and Braida
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2004
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2004!, suggesting that physical differences in temporal a
plitude modulation exist between clear and conversatio
speech. Third, several studies have shown that speech i
ligibility is reduced when temporal amplitude modulatio
are decreased. The modulations were digitally decrease
compressing the amplitude of peaks and/or expanding
amplitude of troughs of the extracted temporal envelope
naturally reduced when speech signals passed through a
tory systems of patients with auditory neuropathy, a disor
associated with impaired processing of amplitude modu
tions. Either the digital or natural means of decreasing te
poral amplitude modulations degraded speech intelligibi
~e.g., Hou and Pavlovic, 1994; Noordhoek and Drullma
1997; Zenget al., 1999b!

To extend previous studies of the perception and aco
tic analysis of clear speech, this study used a different gr
of subjects~cochlear-implant subjects! and different speech
processing strategies. The first goal of this study was to m
sure clear and conversational speech perception as a fun
of signal-to-noise ratio in order to derive psychometric fun
tions that could provide a complete characterization of
clear speech advantage over a range of signal-to-noise ra
We used measures such as the speech reception thre
~Dirks et al., 1982! and speech dynamic range~Zenget al.,
2002! to quantify the clear speech advantage. The sec
goal was to measure the relative contributions of tempo
envelope and fine structure to the clear speech advantage
extracted the temporal envelope from a number of freque
bands and replaced speech fine-structure with noise fi
structure. We conducted four experiments to achieve th
goals. Experiment I measured clear and conversatio
speech perception as a function of signal-to-noise ratio
normal-hearing listeners. Experiment II measured the spe
recognition performance in quiet with the speech proces
to contain temporal envelope cues in 2, 4, 8, or 16 freque
bands. Experiment III measured the speech recognition
formance with an eight-band processor as a function
signal-noise-ratio in normal-hearing listeners. Finally, E
periment IV measured the performance as a function
signal-to-noise ratio in cochlear-implant listeners.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Twenty-seven normal-hearing listeners were recrui
from the Undergraduate Social Science Subject Pool at
University of California, Irvine. Eleven subjects~divided
into two groups! participated in Experiment I, five in Experi
ment II, and eleven in Experiment III. To evaluate the effe
of individual difference in clear speech production acro
talkers, Experiment I consisted of five subjects tested on s
tences produced by a female talker and six subjects teste
sentences produced by a male talker. Experiments II and
only presented speech material produced by the fem
talker. More subjects were tested in Experiment III in t
case of the female talker because of the greater variabilit
their performance. None of the subjects reported any spe
and/or hearing impairment. All were native English speak
and received course credit for their participation.
2375Liu et al.: Clear speech production
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TABLE I. Biographical and audiological information for cochlear implant subjects.

Subject
Age
~yrs!

Onset
age

Deaf dur.
~yrs! Etiology

CI use
~yrs! Device Strategy

S1 67 46 17 unknown 2 CII CIS
S2 49 4 0 unknown 4 CI MPS
S3 70 40 2 unknown 4 CI CIS
S4 68 63 1 sudden 4 N24 ACE
S5 40 18 3 otosclerosis 1 N24 SPEAK
S6 45 35 0 trauma 10 N22 SPEAK
S7 25 23 unknown unknown 3 Med-El CIS1

S8 39 9 28 unknown 2 Med-El CIS
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Eight cochlear-implant subjects participated in Expe
ment IV. Experiment IV only presented speech material p
duced by the female talker. Table I details the implant s
jects’ biographical and audiological information. The
subjects were 25–70 years old and all were post-lingu
deafened with 1–10 years of implant use. Three used
Clarion device, another three used the Nucleus device,
the remaining two used the Med-El device. All us
envelope-based strategies including continuous interlea
sampling ~CIS!, advanced combined encoder~ACE!, mul-
tiple pulsatile stimulation ~MPS!, and spectral peak
~SPEAK!.

B. Stimuli

Stimuli consisted of a total of 144 sentences recorde
clear and conversational styles. These sentences were m
fied from the original Bamford-Kowl-Bench~BKB! sen-
tences used for British children~Bench and Bamford, 1979!.
A male and a female adult talker recorded these sente
with a sampling rate of 16 kHz in a sound-treated room
the Phonetics Laboratory of the Department of Linguistics
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois~Bradlow et al.,
2003!. Except for the four original lists consisting of a tot
of 64 sentences from the female talker, the remaining s
tences from the female talker and all the sentences from
male talker were processed in the Hearing and Speech
search Laboratory at University of California, Irvine. Th
breath noise in the original recordings was removed b
150-Hz, tenth-order Butterworth high-pass filter~Cool Edit
Pro™ 2.0!. All sentences were normalized to have the sa
long-term rms level and then stored in a Microsoft Windo
PCM wav file. A total of 144 sentences was processed
result in 18 lists each consisting of 8 sentences. The s
tences in each list were either clear or conversational spe
oc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2004
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In Experiment I, the original sentences were individua
mixed with a speech-spectrum shaped noise at signa
noise ratios from220 to 20 dB in 5 dB steps. The speec
spectrum shaped noise was produced independently for
female and male talkers by filtering white noise with a ten
order linear predictive coding~LPC! spectral envelope de
rived from combined clear and conversational speech s
tences from each talker. Sentences from the female and m
talkers were presented to two groups of listeners, five list
ers in the female condition and six in the male condition.
the remaining experiments, only the female sentences w
used. In Experiment II, the original sentences were proces
to preserve the temporal envelope cues~Fig. 1, see also Sh
annonet al., 1995!. The stimuli were first divided into sev
eral spectral bands~2, 4, 8, or 16! via band-pass filters with
their cut-off frequencies calculated from the Greenwood m
which purportedly maps each equally distanced cochlear
tition into a corresponding physical frequency range~Green-
wood, 1990!. The output of each band-pass filter was th
full-wave rectified and low-pass filtered at 400 Hz to extra
the temporal envelope. The envelope was multiplied b
white noise, and then band-pass filtered again by a filter
was identical to the analysis filter in the first stage. The
tered band-limited signals were finally summed to form
synthesized signal that contained the original sentence’s t
poral envelope but no fine structure cues. In Experiment
the same original sentences in quiet and noise as in Exp
ment I were processed via an eight-band processor to
speech perception in noise. In Experiment IV, the sa
stimuli as in Experiment I were used for cochlear impla
users.

C. Speech analysis

Due to a computer memory limitation, only 64 of th
144 sentences were concatenated to produce a long run
gi-
ri-
FIG. 1. Digital signal processing used to process ori
nal sentences to simulate cochlear implants in expe
ments II and III.
Liu et al.: Clear speech production
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speech file for each of the four conditions, namely, the
male clear and conversational speech, and the male clea
conversational speech. A 1/3-octave modulation spect
was calculated as a function of modulation frequency
these concatenated sentences~Steeneken and Houtgas
1980; Payton and Braida, 1999; Krause, 2001; Krause
Braida, 2004!. The modulation spectrum was derived by fir
filtering the concatenated sentences into octave bands
tered at 125 to 4000 Hz in octave steps, then squaring
band-limited signals, and finally low-pass filtering at 60 H
to obtain the slow-varying intensity envelope. The intens
envelope signal was down-sampled to 200 Hz and a
octave modulation spectrum representation was calcul
by summing all spectral components over a 1/3-octave in
val with the center frequencies~or modulation frequencies!
ranging from 0.4 to 20 Hz. The modulation spectrum rep
sentation was normalized by the averaged intensity wit
the original octave band to obtain an index reflecting
amount of temporal modulation. Therefore, for each differ
octave band with center frequencies between 125 and 4
Hz, the modulation indexes were produced as a function
the modulation frequencies ranging from 0.4 to 20 Hz.

D. Procedures

Normal-hearing subjects listened to the stimuli mona
rally presented via a Sennheiser HDA 200 headphone in
independent atomic center~IAC! sound-treated booth. Th
speech presentation level was always at 65 dBA. The n
level was varied to produce different signal-to-noise rati
The cochlear-implant subjects listened to the stimuli mon
rally presented via direct connection. The speech prese
tion level was adjusted to fit the individual subject’s mo
comfortable level.

To avoid a sentence repetition effect on intelligibilit
sentences were used only once for a given subject over
course of the entire experiment. To avoid a presentation
der effect, in each testing session clear and conversati
speech sentences were mixed together and presented in
dom order. To counteract a task-learning effect, the exp
mental conditions were conducted in the order of decrea
signal-to-noise ratios from 20 to220 dB and the number o
bands from 16 to 2. To minimize the effect of differences
inherent difficulty among the sentence lists, each subject
presented with 7 conversational speech lists and 7 c
speech lists that were randomly selected from a total of
sentence lists. Finally, to familiarize the subjects with the t
materials and procedures, a short session with 5 sentenc
quiet was conducted for each experiment.

For formal data collection, the subjects were asked
type the sentence presented via a keyboard and were
structed to double-check the spelling before entering the
swer. A computer program automatically calculated the r
ognition accuracy score based on the number of the
words correctly identified. Each experimental condition h
8 sentences containing three or four keywords each and
about 5 min to finish. The reported result was the avera
score from these 8 sentences. Experiment I had a total o
conditions including 2 talkers, 2 speaking styles, and
signal-to-noise ratios, Experiment II had 8 conditions~1
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2004
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talker X 2 speaking styles X 4 bands!, Experiment III had 12
conditions~1 talker X 2 speaking styles X 6 signal-to-nois
ratios!, and Experiment IV had 14 conditions~1 talker X 2
speaking styles X 7 signal-to-noise ratios!.

E. Data analysis

The percent correct scores~PC! as a function of signal-
to-noise ratio~SNR! from experiments I, III, and IV were
fitted with a three-parameter sigmoid function~Zeng and
Galvin, 1999a!

PC5
s

11e2~SNR2a/b!
, ~1!

whereS indicates the asymptotic performance,a is the inter-
cept corresponding to the SNR at which performance is 5
of the asymptotic performance, andb is a parameter related
to the slope. The actual slope at the 50% of the asympt
performance can be derived

Slope5
S

4b
. ~2!

In addition, the speech reception threshold~SRT! corre-
sponding to the 50% correct score can be derived

SRT5a2b lnS S

50
21D . ~3!

Finally, the dynamic range~DR!, defined as the dB dif-
ference between the signal-to-noise ratios producing 10
90% of the asymptotic performance, can be derived

DR5bF lnS S

10%* S
21D2 lnS S

90%* S
21D G . ~4!

III. RESULTS

A. Speech analysis

Figure 2 shows wave-form examples from the fem
~left panels! and male~right panels! talkers in both clear~top
panels! and conversational~bottom panels! speech styles.
First, note that, regardless of the talker, clear speech
longer overall duration and contains longer and more f
quent interword pauses than conversational speech. Sec
note that this difference in the temporal patterns of clear
conversational speech appears to be smaller for the m
talker than for the female talker.

Table II shows the mean and standard deviation of
overall duration for clear and conversational speech fr
both talkers. On average, for the female talker, clear spe
was 2.2 times longer than conversational speech, wherea
the male talker, clear speech was only 1.5 times longer t
conversational speech. Similar ratios for the standard de
tion were also observed~see also Bradlowet al., 2003!. We
should point out that the observed differences between
two talkers may reflect individual differences rather than
gender difference per se.

Figure 3 shows the modulation spectra to further qu
tify the differences between clear and conversational spe
First, note that clear speech generally has a larger modula
2377Liu et al.: Clear speech production



FIG. 2. Sample wave forms of clear~top panels! and
conversational~bottom panels! speech by a female~left
panels! and male~right panels! talker. The sentence
was:The children dropped the bag.
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index than the conversational speech, particularly for f
quency bands with higher center frequency and for the
male talker. A simple pairwiset-test across 64 sentence
shows that the larger modulation index in clear speech
significant in all subbands (p,0.05) for the female talker
but only in high-frequency bands~center frequencies
.52000 Hz! for the male talker. Second, note that rega
less of the speech style, the bands with high center frequ
cies produce larger modulation indexes than the bands
low center frequencies~pairwise t-test, p,0.05), possibly
reflecting the acoustic differences between consonants
vowels. Third, the overall modulation spectra have a low
global peak for clear speech~1–3 Hz! than conversationa
speech~2–6 Hz!. Considering the overall duration differenc
between clear and conversational speech~Fig. 2 and Table I!,
these peaks most likely reflect the overall syllable rate.
the other hand, the small but distinct peaks at lower mo
lation frequencies~e.g., 0.5–0.8 Hz! most likely reflect the
overall sentence rate. For example, the averaged sent
duration for the male conversational speech was 1.3 s,
responding nicely to the 0.8-Hz peak in the modulation sp
trum. Unfortunately, the averaged sentence duration for
female clear speech was too long~3.3 s! to be displayed as a
peak ~0.3 Hz! in the present modulation spectrum since
was beyond the range of the analyzed modulation freque

TABLE II. Average duration and standard deviation of 144 clear and 1
conversational speech sentences in both female and male talkers~These data
are also reported in Bradlowet al. 2003!.

Talker Clear speech~s! Conversational speech~s!

Female 3.3260.45 1.4760.19
Male 1.9760.27 1.3160.14
2378 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2004
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B. Experiment I: Speech perception in normal-hearing
subjects

Figure 4 shows percent correct scores as a function
signal-to-noise ratio obtained with both female~left panel!
and male~right panel! talkers for clear~open circles! and
conversational~closed triangles! speech. The most signifi
cant finding is that clear speech produced higher intelligib
ity than conversational speech for both female and male t
ers@F(1,11)5105.09,p,0.05]. The clear speech advanta
can be viewed by examining both the percent correct sco
at a given signal-to-noise ratio and the SRT difference.
example, the percent correct score at25 dB was 86.0 and
60.2% for the female clear and conversational speech,
spectively. Similarly, the score was 80.7 and 55.5% for
male clear and conversational speech, respectively. The
difference between the clear and conversational speech
3.1 and 2.2 dB for the female and male talker, respectiv
There was no significant difference between the female
male talkers@F(1,11)50.24,p.0.05].

As expected, the percent correct score increased
function of signal-to-noise ratio @F(6,66)5430.05,
p,0.05]. A significant interaction between speech style a
signal-to-noise ratio was also observed@F(6,66)519.43,
p,0.05#. The interaction reflected a significant difference
performance between clear and conversational speech a
intermediate signal-to-noise ratios, but no significant diff
ence at low and high signal-to-noise ratios due to the fl
and ceiling effect, respectively.

C. Experiment II: Speech perception with reduced
spectral cues in quiet

Figure 5 shows percent correct scores as a function
the number of bands for clear~open circles! and conversa-

4

Liu et al.: Clear speech production
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tional ~closed triangles! speech with the female talker i
quiet only. Both clear and conversational speech percep
increased from essentially 0% with 2 bands to 100% wit
and 16 bands@F(3,15)510.21,p,0.05], but clear speech
produced significantly better overall performance than c
versational speech@F(1,5)5539.95, p,0.05]. A post-hoc
analysis indicated that this overall difference was due to a
percentage point advantage for clear speech over conv
tional speech in the 4-band condition only@F(1,5)581.39,
p,0.05].

D. Experiment III: Speech perception with reduced
spectral cues in noise

Figure 6 shows percent correct scores for the eight-b
clear ~open circles! and conversational~closed triangles!
speech as a function of signal-to-noise ratio in norm
hearing subjects. Similar to the natural stimuli~Fig. 4 in
Experiment I!, both the speech style@F(1,11)5351.82,
p,0.05# and the signal-to-noise ratio@F(6,66)560.72,

FIG. 3. Modulation spectra showing modulation index~y-axis! as a function
of modulation frequency~x-axis! for the female~left panels! and male~right
panels! talkers. The modulation spectra were measured in octave bands
125 to 4000 Hz with the solid line representing clear speech and the d
line representing conversational speech.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2004
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p,0.05# were significant factors. The eight-band cle
speech had a 32.4 percentage point advantage over the e
band conversational speech~70.9% vs. 38.5%! at the25 dB
signal-to-noise ratio. The corresponding difference in S
was 3.2 dB, essentially identical to the 3.1 dB difference
the natural signals. Different from the natural signals,
significant interaction was observed between speech s
and signal-to-noise ratio@F(6,66)53.96, p.0.05], indicat-
ing a more or less parallel shift in the overall performan
from the clear speech to the conversational speech. In
no floor or ceiling effect was observed as there were s
about 10 and 15 percentage point differences between c
and conversational speech at the210 and 15 dB signal-to-
noise ratios, respectively.

E. Experiment IV: Speech perception in cochlear-
implant listeners

Figure 7 shows percent correct scores for clear~open
symbols! and conversational~closed symbols! speech as a
function of signal-to-noise ratio in eight cochlear-impla
subjects. The left panel shows averaged data and stan
deviations from five good users whose intelligibility scor
were 75% or higher for conversational speech in quiet. T
right panel shows averaged data from three relatively p
users whose scores were 60% or lower for conversatio
speech in quiet. The reason for dividing them into tw
groups was that we intended to derive globally useful para
eters such as speech reception threshold; for example,
user’s score was less than 50%, it would be meaningless
theoretically impossible to derive the 50%-correct speech
ception threshold.

Despite large individual variability, Fig. 7 shows an a
parent clear speech advantage. Even taking all cochlear
plant subjects into account, the pattern of results obtai
with cochlear-implant subjects was remarkably similar
that obtained with the eight-band simulation in norm
hearing subjects: both the speech style@F(1,8)550.37,

m
ed

FIG. 4. Results of Experiment I showing percent correct scores as a func
of signal-to-noise ratios in 11 normal-hearing subjects for the original c
~open circles! and conversational~closed triangles! speech produced by the
female~left panel! and the male~right panel! talker, respectively, five sub-
jects for female and six for male talker experiments. The solid line rep
sents the best fitting of a sigmoid psychometric function for clear speech
the dashed line represents the best fit for conversational speech.
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FIG. 5. Results of Experiment II showing percent co
rect scores as a function of the number of frequen
bands~x-axis! in five normal-hearing subjects for the
processed clear~open circles! and conversational
~closed triangles! speech produced by the female talk
only. The solid line represents the best fitting of a si
moid psychometric function for clear speech and t
dashed line represents the best fit for conversatio
speech.
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p,0.05# and signal-to-noise ratio @F(6,48)581.99,
p,0.05# were significant factors with no significant intera
tion between them@F(6,48)52.89,p.0.05]. The averaged
asymptotic performance from the five good users was 95
correct for clear speech and 88.8% for conversational spe
The averaged asymptotic performance from the three p
users was 62.8% correct for clear speech and 49.6% for
versational speech. For the good users, the intelligibility d
ference between clear and conversational speech was
smallest~five percentage points! at the 210 dB signal-to-
noise ratio and the largest~35 percentage points! at 25 dB.
In contrast, the smallest intelligibility difference for the po
users was zero due to the floor effect at210 and25 dB and
the largest was 30 percentage points at 0 dB.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Macroanalysis of the perceptual data

Table III summarizes three fitting parameters and t
derived parameters for the perceptual data from Experim
2380 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2004
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I, III, and IV @see Eqs.~1!–~4!#. For Experiment IV, only the
averaged data from five good users were included for disc
sion. Except for the male conversational speech conditio
Experiment I where the asymptotic performance approac
perfect level, clear speech always produced hig
asymptotic performance~S!, lower speech reception thresh
olds ~SRT!, and a steeper slope~b! than conversationa
speech. Note, however, that the relative difference in S
between clear and conversational speech in the natural
dition ~3.1 dB! was closely preserved in both simulated~3.2
dB! and actual~4.2 dB! cochlear implant conditions. Note
also that both simulated and actual cochlear-implant listen
produced similar asymptotic performance, slope, and
namic range.

Detailed comparisons revealed several additional diff
ences between clear and conversational speech percep
First, a simple multiplication of the slope and the SRT d
ference would convert the SRT difference into the traditio
ally measured clear speech advantage in percentage po
r-
11
ed

ng
nd
nal
FIG. 6. Results of Experiment III showing percent co
rect scores as a function of signal-to-noise ratios in
normal-hearing subjects for the eight-band process
clear ~open circles! and conversational~closed tri-
angles! speech. The solid line represents the best fitti
of a sigmoid psychometric function for clear speech a
the dashed line represents the best fit for conversatio
speech.
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FIG. 7. Results of Experiment IV showing percent co
rect scores as a function of signal-to-noise ratios
cochlear-implant subjects for the original clear~open
circles! and conversational~closed triangles! speech.
The left panel represents data from five good cochle
implant users and the right panel represents data fr
three relatively poor users. The solid line represents
best fitting of a sigmoid psychometric function for clea
speech and the dashed line represents the best fit
conversational speech.
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The estimated clear speech advantage in percentage
difference was 29.2, 28.8, and 37.8 for the normal hear
simulated, and actual cochlear implant good users co
tions, respectively. This result implies that cochlear-impl
listeners may benefit more from clear speech than norm
hearing listeners. Second, compared with the natural sp
in normal-hearing listeners, the overall psychometric fu
tion was shifted toward a higher signal-to-noise ratio for
simulated~12 dB! and actual~16 dB! cochlear-implant ex-
periments. The greater shift in the actual cochlear impl
condition was consistent with previous studies using
hearing in noise test~HINT! sentences~e.g., Dormanet al.,
1997; Friesenet al., 2001!. Finally, note the slightly bette
performance @F(1,5)511.31, P,0.05] with the 25 dB
signal-to-noise ratio condition than the quiet condition in t
good cochlear implant user group, indicating that a low-le
noise might improve speech performance~Zenget al., 2000;
Collins., 1999!.

B. Microanalysis of the perceptual data: Individual
differences

Here, the clear speech advantage is discussed at a
detailed level by examining who benefited from clear spe
and where the benefit occurred. Figure 8 shows the impro
ment in percentage points for clear speech relative to con
sational speech as a function of the percent correct score
conversational speech by normal-hearing~top panel!, simu-
lated ~middle panel!, and actual~bottom panel! cochlear-
implant conditions. The closed symbols represent individ
data obtained in noise and the open circles represent
obtained in quiet. The minus 45° diagonal line represents
theoretical maximum of the clear speech advantage. For
ample, if conversational speech perception had alre
reached a 100% performance level, then the largest impr
ment that clear speech could reach would be at the s
level, resulting in a zero percentage point improvement. T
was true for the natural condition in quiet~see the right mos
open circle on the top panel!.

Note first that the overall trend of the improvement in
conditions had an inverted ‘‘U’’ shaped curve, indicating th
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2004
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clear speech provided the maximal benefit in terms of p
centage points when conversational speech scored mo
ately. When conversational speech scored too high or
low, the benefit that clear speech provided reached a mini
point. In addition, the individual variability increased signifi
cantly from the normal-hearing condition to the simulat
and actual cochlear-implant conditions. However, both go
and poor cochlear implant users clearly derived a signific
clear speech advantage. In the quiet condition, the two
plant users who scored the lowest with the conversatio
speech~about 40%, the two leftmost open circles in botto
panel! had an improvement of 19 and 36 percentage po
with the clear speech. In noise conditions, many implant
ers reached or approached the maximal benefits when
conversational speech had scores of 40% correct or ab
The greatest benefit of 64 percentage points~the highest
filled square! was achieved by a good user who scor
merely 10% correct with the conversational speech at25 dB
signal-to-noise ratio. This good user achieved a 96% cor
score in conversational speech recognition in quiet~the third
open circle from the right!.

C. Talker and rate effects

When different talkers are instructed to speak clea
they may use different strategies to produce clear speec
slowing down the overall speaking rate, by inserting paus
enhancing consonant intensity, increasing plosive durat
and/or expanding the vowel space. Our acoustic anal
shows that the female and male talker in the present st
appeared to use different strategies to produce clear spe
While she had a comparable speaking rate for conversati
speech, the female talker had a much slower rate than
male talker in producing clear speech~Table II!. Because no
statistical difference was observed in intelligibility betwe
the female and male clear speech for the listeners, the pre
result provides additional evidence for the previously p
posed hypothesis that speaking rate is not the most cri
acoustic cue responsible for the clear speech advan
~Krause and Braida, 2002!. However, Bradlow and Ben
~2002! and Bradlowet al. ~2003! reported that the female
2381Liu et al.: Clear speech production
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talker’s clear speech intelligibility was significantly high
than that of the male talker when the listeners were a
non-native listeners, and children with or without diagnos
learning disabilities. This difference in performance betwe
the present study and the study of Bradlowet al. ~2003! sug-
gests that different listener populations are sensitive to
ferent clear speech features.

D. Temporal envelope and fine structure

Both the acoustic analyses and the perceptual resul
the present study implicate a critical contribution of the te
poral envelope to the clear speech advantage. Acou
analyses of the two speaking styles showed that clear sp
had larger temporal modulation indexes than conversatio
speech for both the female and the male talkers~Fig. 3!. This
result is consistent with that of Krause and Braida~2002!
who showed a similar difference in temporal modulation
dexes between clear and conversational speech.

The present study provides direct evidence linking t
acoustic difference to the perceptual difference observed

FIG. 8. Individual data showing the clear speech advantage in percen
points ~y-axis! as a function of the conversational speech score~x-axis! in
normal-hearing~top panel!, simulated~middle panel!, and actual~bottom
panel! cochlear-implant listeners. The minus 45° line represents the
dicted theoretical maximum of the clear speech advantage.
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tween clear and conversational speech. We showed that w
the temporal fine structure was removed but the temp
envelope was preserved in the four-band cochlear imp
simulation, clear speech produced an intelligibility score t
was 35 percentage points higher than the conversati
speech in the quiet condition~Fig. 5!. More importantly, we
showed in both the simulated and actual cochlear imp
conditions that the clear speech advantage in noise~3–4 dB
SRT difference! was preserved. The consistent clear spe
advantage strongly supports the hypothesis that tempora
velope is a major acoustic correlate responsible for the
ference in clear and conversational speech perception. On
other hand, the overall shift in the psychometric function
the simulated and actual cochlear implant results indica
that temporal fine structure contributes equally to both cl
and conversational speech perception. Together, these
suggest that better encoding of both temporal envelope
fine structure is needed to improve cochlear implant per
mance in noise.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Consistent with previous acoustic studies, the pres
study shows that clear speech has a slower speaking rate
larger temporal modulation indexes than conversatio
speech. Also, consistent with previous perceptual studies
present study finds a significant clear speech advantag
intelligibility, particularly in noise. Through the system at
collection and quantitative analysis of acoustic and perc
tual data in both normal-hearing and cochlear-implant list
ers, the present study has revealed several findings includ

~1! A quantitative measure of the clear speech intelli
bility advantage in terms of the speech reception thresh
~SRT! equal to 3.1, 3.2, and 4.2 dB in normal-hearing, sim
lated, and actual cochlear-implant listeners, respectiv
~Table III!. Taking the slope and dynamic range into accou
these SRT differences translate into higher clear speech
telligibility scores of 29.2, 28.8, and 37.8 percentage poin
respectively.

~2! A direct relationship between greater tempo
modulations and higher intelligibility scores~Figs. 3 and 4!.
This relationship is validated by the preserved, or ev

ge

e-

TABLE III. Comparison of parameters derived from the psychometric fu
tion in Experiments I, III, and IV~column 1!. The asymptotic performance
level ‘‘S’’ and the intercept ‘‘a’’ were defined by Eq.~1! in the text. The
slope, speech-reception-threshold~SRT!, and dynamic range~dB! were de-
fined by Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~4!, respectively, in the text.

Experiment S (%) a (dB) Slope~%/dB! SRT ~dB! DR ~dB!

I-Female-Clear 95.4 29.1 14.0 29.0 7.5
I-Female-Conv. 92.9 26.3 10.6 25.9 9.6
I-Male-Clear 98.5 28.6 9.9 28.5 11.0
I-Male-Conv. 100.0 26.3 8.6 26.3 12.8
III-Clear 90.5 27.8 10.3 27.3 9.7
III-Conv. 84.3 25.1 7.8 24.1 11.9
IVa-Clear 95.4 23.9 9.2 23.6 11.4
IVa-Conv. 88.8 0.0 8.7 0.6 11.2

aBecause three cochlear implant subjects only achieved an asymptotic
formance at 60% correct or below, their data were not used to derive
parameters for experiment IV.
Liu et al.: Clear speech production
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slightly enhanced, clear speech advantage in both simul
and actual cochlear-implant conditions where primarily te
poral envelope cues were available~Figs. 5–7!.

~3! A demonstration of the clear speech advantage
both good and poor cochlear-implant users~Figs. 7 and 8!.
However, a high degree of variability still exists for cle
speech perception with some cochlear-implant users ach
ing the theoretical maximal benefit while others derive
relatively small benefit.

~4! A different role of temporal envelope and fine stru
ture in clear and conversational speech perception. While
temporal fine structure contributes equally to both clear
conversational speech perception, the temporal envelope
ries acoustic cues that contribute to the clear speech int
gibility advantage.
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